We Australians are a house proud bunch. When it comes to choosing paint colour, it’s worth getting right (the first time) because the colours we share in our homes should be the real deal.

Here at Dulux we’ve been crafting some of Australia’s iconic paint colours for nearly a century, so if it’s Dulux Authentic Colour™ you want, insist on Dulux Weathershield®.

Please note: Due to limitations of the printing process, photographic and printed images may not represent the true colour. Always confirm your colour choice with Dulux Colour Sample Pots.
**HERITAGE**

This collection of heritage colours are proven performers when it comes to highlighting the original charm and character of period homes.

**Designer Tip**

**Highlight period features**
Make the most of period features by painting them in contrasting colours. Try a classic black and white combination using Dulux Domino and Lexicon® Half.

Don’t risk tinting your favourite colours with other paint brands. Only Dulux pigments mixed into Dulux Weathershield® are designed to create our iconic colours shown here every time.
Designer Tip

**Colour scheme**
Pair grey or neutral hues with crisp white trims such as Lexicon® Half for a striking classic scheme.

**Inspired by nature**
Look at your surroundings for inspiration when selecting colour. Foamy ocean waves or deep blue seas can inspire perfect schemes for coastal style.

---

**COASTAL**

Create your own coastal haven for long, laid-back days. This seaside palette of ocean inspired hues is perfectly complemented with cool white details.

**WEATHERBOARD**

Contemporary, Country or Queenslander, weatherboard’s unique character offers great flexibility with colour. These popular colours feature both traditional warm or modern cool options.
Inspired by the colours of Australia, these Colorbond® colours help create a beautiful and seamless look for the outside of your home.

Colorbond® schemes
Colorbond® colours create perfect exterior colour schemes. Pair with Dulux Vivid White™ and other Dulux neutrals.
The stylish appeal of these warm and cool colours create the perfect contemporary look for any style home. Try adding a pop of colour for greater personality and intrigue.

**Create impact**
Choosing one colour for your exterior scheme creates a minimal contemporary look.

**Introduce colour**
White and black are the perfect pair for modern exterior schemes. Create a feature of your entry with a bold colour choice on your front door.
FIND THE COLOUR YOU’LL LOVE

Pick up a colour chip from your paint outlet.
Using a Dulux sample pot is the best way to test your colour at home.
For professional help contact the Dulux Colour Design Service. dulux.com.au or 13 25 25.


DULUX AUTHENTIC COLOUR™

Don’t risk tinting your favourite colours with other paint brands. Only Dulux pigments mixed into Dulux Weathershield® are designed to create our iconic colours every time.